Who would benefit from receiving consulting assistance?

Congregations and their leaders who…

† desire to strengthen the spiritual depth and commitment of their members
† are in transition (e.g. experiencing community change, considering relocation or facility expansion)
† are anticipating the need to reduce or add staff
† want to evaluate their congregational life and gifts with a desire to plan purposefully
† are facing a major challenge and want to respond in a God-pleasing way
† think they might need structural or organizational realignment
† are noticing an increase in backdoor losses and/or transfers out
† find too few doing too much and want to engage more members in ministry
† desire to have honest dialog on both their ministry challenges and opportunities
† are concerned about meager worship and Bible study participation
† feel they have lost or don’t seem to have a strong sense of purpose or direction
† desire to launch a new ministry or revitalize an existing ministry
† are struggling with some level of conflict
† are finding it difficult to make a major decision
† feel their ministry is out of balance (i.e. too much emphasis on one or two areas of ministry and too little emphasis on other critical areas)

Perhaps you and your congregation can relate to some of the above. Or, you may have another reason for requesting assistance from Crossroads Consulting. Either way, let’s talk.